Narrative Machines, or, from ‘Bottom to Top’

Early Discourses on the Novel and Film

JOHN SUNDHOLM

There is a certain tendency in the contemporary historiography of early film studies to construe modernity as a model for the textual analysis of specific, isolated moments in film history. Furthermore, film history – and other media histories – is usually studied and written within the academic boundaries of different departments. We are given the history of media according to media and communications, film studies, art history, literature and so on. Very seldom are we offered a perspective founded on an interdisciplinary or comparative approach.

Therefore, I will both criticise some trends in early film historiography and argue in favour of the importance – and necessity – of employing a historico-dialectical and comparative analysis. I support my argument and discussion by comparing the paradigmatic interpretations of “modernity vs. early film” and the Finnish discourses on early film in the 1920s and the early novel in the 1850s.

Film Historiography

In film studies, it is often forgotten that film was not the first ‘narrative machine’. Conversely, literary academics often forget that the book was in itself quite the “technological invention”. Even the novel was once considered to be an instrument, a vehicle, a material embodiment or means of conveyance, i.e., a technological form. This is also the “early” modern sense of technology, as “a description of the practical arts”, which Raymond Williams dates roughly to the 19th century.

It is common in humanities today to consider film the technology and machine of modernity as well as the medium that gave life to the visual experience of modernity. The subject of film and cultural modernity is an established field of its own within the broader film studies context. However, such historiography could also be criticised as a sort of “historical blind spot”, founded on an excessively expressive interpretation of history.

The original arguments used in early 20th century discourse are reproduced in studies by later scholars as expressing a homogeneous tendency – broadly defineable as modernity – thus placing the discourse aside from most historical and comparative relations with, for example, previous 19th century discourse. Such deterministic views on technology – and on film vs. society – often fail to consider that the object under study and the agent that constitutes the object are both part of the same process, which includes several different media and often incongruous views. Hence, the method I criticise has been similar to textual analysis, in its tendency to read a particular situation primarily in accordance with a pre-existing set of concepts and interpretative strategies. It did not treat the situation as something born out of change, i.e. in potential opposition to pre-existing paradigms and/or constituting a part of conflicting and different forces.

The conditions for a historical study are thus not necessarily only to put an object into its accurate context, but also to consider it as part of a formation over a period of time, an incoherent assembly of conflicting ideas and interests in constant tension and change. Consequently we should pay attention to, as Sven-Eric Liedman reminds us, “the controversial or, dialectical character” of a specific situation. According to this view, historical context is not something that simply exists, but is rather constituted within a complex constellation in constant process, and is effected by a dual process of inclusion and exclusion together. An analysis adherent of such an ideal has thus to avoid both mechanic cau-
sality (local relations of cause and effect) and express
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The Materiality and Modernity of Film and Literature

Everyone who has been teaching film knows how
easy it can be since films can always be easily pre-
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then experienced as material? As technology? That is, as “a description of the practical arts”. In order to make that step possible, however, we should first look back at the 1920s and at the discourse on film. This will allow to grasp appropriate terminology and concepts, and to see how they can be used.

The Discourse on Early Film

What is significant in the discourse on early film in Finland is that it is produced in two different spheres: the trade-press and cultural forums like traditional journals. It is mainly in the latter that it is possible to find critical interpretations of film as a phenomenon.

The typical reaction is that film is seen as a machine. One influential writer, who was quite sympathetic to film, wrote in 1925 that “Machine is machine”, i.e. that film had a nature as machine, ‘the aeroplane of the arts’. Another writer, Hagar Olsson, wrote that film ‘destroyed the inner coherence of all phenomena and threw it into a forced muddle of meaninglessness and illusiveness’. It is worth paying attention to that it was so-called modernists who made these different arguments, intellectuals who were considered both controversial and progressive. However, it is a mistake to interpret the situation as if it were a question that was only and exactly about film and nothing else. (Even such a progressive intellectual as Venny Soldan-Brofeldt claimed in a critical reply to Olsson’s negative remarks that film already in 1921 had consumed all old and new literature). Because, if we do explain such confrontations with film as yet another story about the very narrative machine of modernity, what about such a narrative machine as the novel?

The Novel in 1850s Finland

The novel as a genre was imported into Finland in the 1840s and 50s and was mainly used as a vehicle for the education of the middle class. The elite stated quite frankly in the press that the novel should be viewed as a vehicle, “a means of conveyance”, for educating the public and creating a middle class. Accordingly, the leading cultural elite did not consider the novel as pure literature, ‘belles lettres’, but as a form for educating the people – and therefore as an instrument for building a nation by creating a reading public, i.e. a middle class. The reason for such a strategy was that ‘Bildung’ and nationality were seen as the fundament and condition for producing literature and a reading public. The constellation is similar to how film was considered in the 20s. The difference is that the middle class now felt threatened by the new media, the film. The technology of the novel was a question about creating a middle-class; consequently the discourses about the novel and the film were not dependent on the “material” or “modern” as such. The material and the modern were part of the vocabularies used for making meaning of a new situation and of trying to intervene in it.

When the novel was introduced in Finland it was literally considered a vehicle. In 1854 one critic wrote that in today’s society ‘poetry has been silenced by the noise of the machines’ and that the adequate form for writing in this new material and unspiritual world is the novel. Another critic, H. K. Kellgren writing in 1848, claimed that the novel is ‘a product of its time’ and that ‘it expresses the needs of the moment’. What is worth paying attention to is that the same kind of characterisations which were used of the novel, later on have been used as ways and forms for understanding contemporary technologies such as film and digital media. In other words, every technology has its own crucial time, a moment that is very much characterised by how the new technology is understood and used. (For example, the classical discussion of modernity in Germany on ‘Gleichzeitigkeit’ – the presentness, contemporaneity and simultaneity of the city is equivalent with the situation in Finland regarding the novel during the 19th century). Such discourses are then merely a proof for that the act of giving meaning to something is never only a question of meeting or confronting an object. Instead it is also a question of constituting, reading and interpreting the object in question in order to enable an own intervention in a concrete (historical and social) situation.

The novel in the different historical discourses I have studied, is not only seen as connected to the concrete and present time, i.e. as truly being not transhistorical, but material and specific. It is also considered a machine in itself and being a product of the machine. As, for example, Kellgren who claims in 1848 that the ‘novel is conjured by the machine, copied into hundreds of thousands copies which can be read by millions of people’. In this way the novel – in the 1840s, in Finland – were seen as materialising its origin in the printing press, or printing machine. And furthermore, constituting technologically an unlimited public sphere, as the media culture its viewed today. Another reason for why the novel was seen as a machine, was that it its stylistic
form was considered an international language in itself.\textsuperscript{17} The genre of the novel was seen as transparent, not being bound by external norms. It was simply considered as a window to the outside world. The critics argued, for example, that the language used made it easier for the novel to have a quality of being transnational and even international, because it was written in pure prose which was easy to translate.\textsuperscript{18}

Thus, the case of the novel in 1850s Finland was as a cultural situation very similar to the one Walter Benjamin was writing in. The difference is that he was writing in the 1930s and in a situation where film was the new machine and the new technology, hence that object which could serve the argument Benjamin was constructing in his famous essay on the “The Work of Art in The Age of Mechanical Reproduction”.\textsuperscript{19} Benjamin’s article, in turn, has become one of the biggest fetishes in film studies (a rediscovery that became institutionalised during the 1970s) and it has in many ways determined scholarly thinking about technology and culture. I would suggest that Benjamin’s “Artwork”-essay has influenced media history and film studies far too much.

Henrik Björck is one who has drawn attention to overinterpretations of the meaning of new technology in his book on the history of the idea of technology (Teknisk idéhistoria). He stresses the fact that the impact of a new technology is usually exaggerated.\textsuperscript{20} Such a reaction and intervention is therefore turned into a historical symptom in itself. Why is a new technology exaggerated? Why is it interpreted as a break? And even as such a radical break that later scholars forget what has been preceding the cultural form they are studying.

The Reconstruction of The History of Modernity

The art-historian Lena Johannesson is one of those who have criticised Benjamin for a hasty and exaggerated interpretation in her book Den massproducerade bilden (“the mass-produced picture”). She claims as well that Benjamin’s thesis creates a historical blind spot.\textsuperscript{21} Johannesson’s book, which is about the mass-produced picture and about visual culture during the first half of the 19th century, criticises Benjamin’s historiography. According to Johanneson Benjamin identified the technique of reproduction with the late chemical photogravure and therefore neglected its 70 yearlong prehistory of industrial reproduction, i.e. lithography, xylography and the various methods of printing. In fact – as John Frow has pointed out – such benjaminian concepts as the cliché, stereotype and “Schablone” all refer to the printing press and not to the invention of photography (which is the base and fundament in Benjamin’s history of the radically new with the film media and photography).\textsuperscript{22}

Another scholar who is practising a far too textual analysis of film modernity is Miriam Hansen. She writes in an article that the intellectuals at the time (early 20th century), “considered the cinema and mass culture to function as an intersubjective horizon in which a wide variety of groups – a heterogeneous mass public – could negotiate and reflect upon the contradictions they were experiencing”. What is worth remembering is that the interpretation of the situation was not radically different from how the novel was considered in the 1840s in Finland.\textsuperscript{23} The real difference, I would say, is that literature already had a different meaning in the 1920s and belonged to another kind of public sphere, (the same that I think is happening with film today when we are moving into the digital era). Consequently, the question is not what a certain practice or institution “contains” or “is”, but how it is placed in a social and cultural relation and how it therefore functions as part of an institutional practice. That the function of literature in the mid and late 19th century was much the same as that of film in the early 20th century is made clear by Anton Kaes:

As literature freed itself in the mid-18th century from its subservience to church and court, it became dependent on the free market, thereby setting the stage for its transformation into a mass-culture product. The economic incentive to expand the base of literature’s reception led to the expansion of the literary public sphere; as a result, art gradually lost its representative function. Disseminated by the mass media, literature became generally accessible; it no longer constituted the privileged domain of a special class of educated and well-to-do citizens. In order to increase its marketability, literature had learned to capitalise on the means of mass-media dissemination: already toward the end of the 19th century, it made use of the almanacs, calendars and paperback editions...\textsuperscript{24}

In this way, literature – through the market and different technologies of production, distribution and consumption – played in own time a very similar part to the one film had in the early 20th century. And literature’s representative function in the 1920s as well as its institutional immaterial aesthetic was in fact something that had been consti-
tuted during the latter half of the 19th century because of the threat of the materiality of the novel;25 a form that was considered as being imposed on literature and as an artefact born out of the different printing machines. Such an opinion grew even stronger when the literary field was confronted by the first versions of popular novels. For example the Finnish writer A.G. Ingelius published the first Finnish gothic novel, Det gråa slottet (“The Grey Castle”, 1851), the critics were upset because it did not follow the ideals of realism.26 The fantastic tale implied that literature could be constituted by artefacts that aimed at sensations and created a new reading public that was not concerned about inherent, literary values.27

**Media Historiography as Cultural History**

Consequently, this change in what literature and film signifies at certain moments is not only a question of what literature and film “is”; it is also a question about history – what they are made to be and will become. As Raymond Williams has pointed out the “mechanical” is derived from “machine” during modernity, although – in English – mechanical was used to describe the main range of non-agricultural productive work.28 Therefore “mechanical” acquired a derogatory class sense. But it was not until the 19th century that the mechanical was clearly opposed to the spiritual and idealistic. After that it could function as a concept for structuring and framing cultural and literary activities.

In short, what we are confronting in the different discourses on early film and the early novel, are various ways of discovering the history of literature and the history of film and enact in these “histories”. Therefore those histories are also turned into symptoms of something else. And that “else” is never about the object in itself, the novel or the silent film during the 20s, or “film” and “literature” and so on. Instead it is a cultural question about social relations: cultural struggle, competing social positions and interests when a new cultural form is confronted and given meaning. Such a struggle is a complex and contradictory constellation and perhaps precisely because of that the new technology and the new material are so exaggerated since so much is at stake.

When scholars have treated the city as a physical image for the cinema to make the argument that “modern culture was “cinematic” before the fact” they have constituted a sociologically faithful production field around such components as the city, the cinema/film and modernity.29 What they often have forgotten is Pierre Bourdieu’s imperative that the making of such a production field is also a question of reconstruction, a reconstruction that never can be motivated by the objects alone.30 It is also a question of how these objects were constituted in language, how they were seen and used. Then perhaps the use of such words as “the machine”, “technology”, but also “film” and “literature” had been put in a historical perspective.31 Now, the city is treated exactly as Benjamin did. Not for historical reasoning but as an “image” that embodies film and modernity.32 Machine in such historical discourses is not a thing, a cultural artefact. Machine is a form. It is a linguistic form for imaging the new – the material that suddenly appears – and for acting in the new situation. The historian who traces and reads the discourses has consequently both to track the socially linguistic categories and to place them in a relation that has its own past and present. If modernity is treated only as a form, it is translated into an object that is open for free interpretation and textual play in the present. This is something that I think is evident in many of today’s film studies on modernity and the visual.33 In those studies modernity has become a way of imaging film history according to a logic where the city, the visual and modernity becomes an emblem for early film.

This historical blind spot therefore becomes historical in itself; i.e. history is not so much a causal relationship as necessity and change in the sense that it creates a limiting situation. The effect of the new narrative machine – the film – was so overwhelming that its prehistory in, for example, the materiality of the novel was forgotten (or, as Johanneson points out, that Benjamin “forgets” the whole technological history of the image). All these explanations should rather not be seen as motivated because of some technological, mechanical causality, but because cultural forms like literature, as a concept, as a condition of production and condition of use had been appropriated by other cultures and social interests and therefore changed meaning.

Consequently, what the new narrative machines – at their own time – do is to materialise, relativise and also question notions of knowledge and therefore questions of the cultural and the aesthetic. If we look at the technology of today it is easy to notice how well “the computers” have pointed out how historical and sociological our notions of knowledge and culture are. How literature, film, television and digital media are different “information processing technologies” given different meanings in different socio-historical situations and
therefore constituting different poetical and political strategies.\textsuperscript{34} A critical analysis is therefore a historical and comparative one, because the act of comparing over time always implies a critical view as the object under study is put in a relation, in a perspective beside itself. Hence, the context of early film in the 20th century and its concept of technology and the “machine” can very well be found by studying the novel in the middle of the 19th century. Together the different medias constitute a productive and dialectical force field, which illuminates both the different centuries and the different media, and moreover: different ways of appropriating new machines and the making of meaning of technology.

Consequently, through a cultural history – if “cultural” is considered in a socio-historical sense; signifying a material, active and social practice of making meaning in and out of history – then we are able to take into consideration differences and history as a question of cultural change and clash. Therefore an interdisciplinary analysis and comparison over time is significant, because such a methodology and way of proceeding makes it possible to take into account that every cultural act is positioned both in a relation to something previous and present, and that such relations always causes different reactions in the same historical situation.
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